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Disclaimer

This document has been prepared by ScandiVanadium Ltd (SVD). The information contained in this document is for information purposes only and has been prepared for use in conjunction with a verbal
presentation and should be read in that context.

The information contained in this document is not investment or financial product advice and is not intended to be used as the basis for making an investment decision. In preparing and providing this
document, SVD has not considered the objectives, investment profile, financial position or needs of any particular recipient. Mineral exploration is subject to significant risk. There is no guarantee of
exploration success, and even if exploration success is achieved, there is no guarantee that development of any mineral deposit will be economically viable. SVD strongly suggests that investors consult
a financial advisor prior to making an investment decision.
No representation or warranty, express or implied, is made as to the fairness, accuracy, completeness or correctness of the information, opinions and conclusions contained in this presentation. To the
maximum extent permitted by law, none of SVD, its related bodies corporate, or their shareholders, directors, officers, employees, contractors, agents or advisors, nor any other person accepts any
liability, including, without limitation, any liability arising out of fault or negligence for any loss arising from the use of information contained in this document.
This document may include “forward-looking statements” within the meaning of securities laws of applicable jurisdictions. Forward looking statements can generally be identified by the use of the words
“anticipate”, “believe”, “expect”, “project”, “forecast”, “estimate”, “likely”, “intend”, “should”, “could”, “may”, “target”, “plan”, “guideline”, “guidance” and other similar expressions. Indications of, and guidance
on, revenue models, pricing, earnings and financial position and performance are also forward-looking statements.
Such forward-looking statements are not guarantees of future pricing, performance and events, and involve known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors, many of which are beyond the
control of SVD, its related bodies corporate, and their directors, officers, employees, contractors, agents and advisors, that may cause actual results to differ materially from those expressed or implied in
such statement. Actual results, performance or achievements may vary materially from any projections and forward looking statements and the assumptions on which those statements are based. In
particular, potential revenue opportunities and guideline pricing models set out in this document are based on certain assumptions which may in time prove to be false, inaccurate or incorrect. Readers
are cautioned not to place undue reliance on forward looking statements and SVD assumes no obligation to update such information.
This document is not, and does not constitute, an offer to sell or the solicitation, invitation or recommendation to purchase any securities in any jurisdiction, and neither this presentation nor anything
contained in it forms the basis of any contract or commitment. Without limiting the foregoing, this document does not constitute an offer to sell, or a solicitation of an offer to buy, any securities in the
United States. The securities of SVD have not been, and will not be, registered under the U.S. Securities Act of 1933, as amended (Securities Act) or the securities laws of any state or other jurisdiction of
the United States, and may not be offered or sold in the United States except in compliance with the registration requirements of the Securities Act and any other applicable securities laws or pursuant to
an exemption from, or in a transaction not subject to, the registration requirements of the Securities Act and any other applicable securities laws.
Competent Persons Statement: The information in this presentation that relates to Exploration Results and Mineral Resources is extracted from the the following announcements:
•
“Acquisition of Highly Prospective Gold & Nickel Projects and Capital Raising” lodged on 3 June 2020
•
“Maiden JORC Mineral Resource at Skåne” lodged on 18 December 2019
These announcements are available to view at www.scandivanadium.com. The Company confirms that it is not aware of any new information or data that materially affects the information included in the
Prospectus and the above mentioned announcement. The Company confirms that the form and context in which the Competent Person’s findings are presented have not been materially modified from
the Prospectus or the announcements. The release of this presentation is authorized by the Managing Director, David Minchin.
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Investment Summary

Capital Structure

SVD:ASX

Cash

Acquisition of highly prospective gold and
nickel projects in Western Australia
Pascalle Gold in Paterson Province WA:
Arguably the most prospective exploration
province in Western Australia

~A$3m

Shares

435,188,434
*55,555,555

Performance Shares

112,500,000
*50,000,000

Management/Advisor
Options

63,000,000
*7,000,000

($0.04, November 2022)

Gnama Nickel in Fraser Range WA:
Home of Nova-Bollinger, acquired by IGO
for $1.8Bn

Key Shareholders
13%

Directors and
Management
Top 20 (ex-management)

53%

Skåne Vanadium in Sweden: Potential to
be Europe’s largest vanadium deposit

34%

Free Float
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*Subject to completion of transaction

Commodities

Focus on metals with longer term growth potential

Gold

Nickel

Vanadium

• Unprecedented money
printing by central banks

• Supply deficit since 2016

•

• Gold predicted to break
through $2,000/oz by the
end of 2020
• High gold price as the
‘new normal’

Inelastic supply, price volatile to
demand shocks

• Stockpiles diminishing from • VRFB battery demand
peak 900kt (2015)
increasing at 60%CAGR
• Promising future in electric • Low inventories and increased
consumption will create a
vehicle demand

• Long term price increase
driven by strong
fundamentals

market deficit out to 2022

•

Re-implementation of Chinese
rebar standards could see
sustained price surge
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Pascalle Gold Project
Highly prospective ground in the
heart of the Paterson Province
14km from Newcrest’s 32Moz Telfer Mine
20km from Greatland Gold’s Havieron discovery
Paterson Province most sought after exploration
ground in Western Australia with significant new
discoveries
Underexplored tenement: basement sits beneath
20-50m of Permian cover

Identified targets where structural traps have
potentially concentrated mineralised fluids
migrating along regional faults

Location of exploration
targets on structural
traps shown in relation
to granitic intrusions
and major faults

Pascalle Gold Project
The right geological conditions to
host the next major gold discovery

Pascalle targets incorporate geological
similarities to both Telfer and Havieron
Criteria

Geological Indicator

Heat Source

Within 10km of
Granite

Fluid Pathway

Telfer

Pascalle

Havieron

✓

✓

?

NW/SE trending
regional fault

✓

✓

✓

Trap Structure

Anticline folding

✓

✓

?

Trap Stratigraphy

Malu / Puntapunta /
Wilki Fm

✓

✓

✓

Magnetic
Signature

“Bullseye” magnetic
anomaly

X

✓

✓

Gravity Signature

Coincident gravity
high

X

?

✓

Pascalle target (left) and Havieron (right) showing ‘Bullseye’ target, N-S
structure and relationship to regional structure (at same scale).
Difference in resolution due to depth with Pascalle target under
significantly less cover.
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Paterson Timeline

Recent exploration successes are the result
of academic study developing targeted
exploration through Permian Sand cover

Areas under Permian Sandstone cover left unexplored by ‘Traditional’ 6
methods are most likely to benefit from new geophysical approach

Paterson Discoveries

Tier-one discoveries demonstrate significant
potential remaining in Paterson Province

Winu – Rio Tinto

Havieron – Greatland / Newcrest

•

Discovered 2017 beneath ~50-100m Permian
Sandstone cover

•

Discovered 2018 beneath ~400m Permian
Sandstone cover

•

~$80m invested in exploration, including
110,000m drilling

•

Newcrest farm-in: ~$20m spent to end-March
with plans for further 20,000m drilling in 2020

•

High-Tonnage Cu deposit with intersections
including:

•

High-Grade Au deposit with intersections
including:

* Rio Tinto Winu
exploration update
6 June 2019

• 681m @ 0.49% Cu
& 0.33g/t Au

• 275m @ 4.77g/t Au
& 0.61% Cu

• 456m @ 0.43% Cu
& 0.60g/t Au

• 132m @ 4.30g/t Au
& 0.49% Cu

• 60m @ 1.03% Cu
& 1.22g/t Au

• 82m @ 6.10g/t Au
& 0.41% Cu

Cross section through Winu
deposit showing Cu grade
beneath ~50-100m Permian
Cover

Cross section through Havieron
deposit showing high-grade Au
mineralised breccia beneath
~400-450m Permian Cover

* Newcrest interim exploration report 11 June 2020

Pascalle Next Steps
Moving towards drilling H2 2020

Data Review / Target
Definition

Located close to major discoveries in the most
sought after gold exploration province in Western
Australia

High Resolution Geophysics to
‘see through’ Permian Cover

Key geological indicators for success, with gravity
signature yet to be tested

Data Processing / Depth to
Target Evaluation

Underexplored licence can benefit from new
exploration paradigm

Review / Prioritisation

Relatively shallow Permian cover will enable
rapid testing of targets
Drill testing H2 2020

Gnama Nickel Project
Opportunity to locate the sulphide source of
near-surface Ni/Cu oxide intersections
Located at southern end of Fraser Range - untested
potential for high-grade sulphide source at depth
Nickel / copper in oxide cap drilled by Sirius Resources in
2010 prior to discovery of Nova
•
•

16m @ 0.6% Ni, 0.14% Cu and 0.13% Co
20m @ 0.57% Ni, 0.17% Cu and 0.08% Co

Oxide cap indicator similar to exploration indicators at
Mawson, Sliver Knight and Nova-Bollinger (acquired by
IGO for $1.8 Bn)
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Skåne Vanadium Project
Exposure to battery minerals
in the heart of Europe
Potential to host Europe’s largest vanadium deposit
220km2, high tonnage, near surface deposit
JORC Indicated and Inferred Mineral Resource* of
116.9Mt @ 0.39% V2O5 with less than 2% of the
licence explored
Clay hosted Vanadium amenable to recovery by
Pressure Oxidation Leaching (POX). High
environmental standards with potential for
significantly lower CAPEX / OPEX
*Indicated Mineral Resource 61.8Mt @ 0.39% V2O5
Inferred Mineral Resource 55.0Mt @ 0.39% V2O5
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Strong Board and Management

Experience and expertise
to deliver success

Brandon Munro (Chairman)

David Minchin (MD)

•

•

•

20 years’ experience as a corporate lawyer and
resources executive
Current CEO of Bannerman Resources Ltd

•

15 years’ experience as geologist (Rio Tinto, British
Geological Survey, ICL)
6 years Exploration Director for Mining PE firm

Thomas Langley (Proposed NED*)

John Turney (Metallurgy)

•
•

•

8 years’ experience in Western Australia exploration
Strong operational experience in both Paterson
Province and Fraser Range

•

+ 40 years’ experience as chemical engineer and
project director, vast pressure oxidation experience
Strong processing, project development skills

Simon Robertson (NED**, CoSec)

Alex Walker (GM)

•
•

•

30 years’ experience as Chartered Accountant
Substantial listed resource company experience as
director and company secretary

•

15 years’ experience as resources investment
professional in Perth and London
Institutional investment with Pareto

*Mr Langley to be appointed upon completion of the transaction
**Mr Robertson has advised that he will resign on completion of the transaction and appointment of Mr Langley as the Director
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Investment case
SVD acquiring world-class exploration
tenements on strike from major discoveries
Exposure to premier West Australia gold
province with work to commence upon
completion of acquisition
Pascalle Gold Project 14km from Telfer and
20km from Havieron with strong similarities
to both

Five untested targets - Right geological
conditions to host the next major gold
discovery
Pascalle Gold Project tenement map

Gnama Nickel project – Ni & Cu in oxide cap
indicates potential for sulphide mineralisation
at depth
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Key contacts
Brandon Munro
Chairman
E: investors@scandivanadium.com
M: +61 8 6555 2955

David Minchin
Managing Director
E: investors@scandivanadium.com
M: +44 7792 555 195
Alex Walker
General Manager
E: investors@scandivanadium.com
M: +61 474 708 710
www.scandivanadium.com

ASX : SVD
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